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Maintenance Robot for 5-MW Offshore Wind
Turbines and its Control

Dong Gun Lee, Sehoon Oh, Senior Member, IEEE, and Hyoung Il Son, Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper presents a novel gigantic robotic
system for the operation and maintenance (O&M) of 5-MW
offshore wind turbines. The robotic system consists of a
mobile platform and two manipulators. The mobile plat-
form performs vertical climbing on the turbines’ towers
and blades using a wire-driven parallel mechanism, while
the manipulators perform cleaning and inspection using
phased array ultrasonic testing (PAUT) devices, which re-
quire normal directional contact with the blade. For achiev-
ing the vertical climbing motion, height, and attitude control
schemes are proposed, which overcome limitations such as
varying nonholonomic constraints and unknown initial po-
sitions. For the manipulators’ tasks, hybrid position/force
control schemes using the linear least-squares method are
proposed for achieving the conditions of the PAUT devices
that allow inspection images to be captured under wind dis-
turbance. To validate the robustness of our robotic system
and control schemes in the environment of the 5-MW off-
shore wind turbines, we conducted a highly realistic ex-
periment that involved part of a full-size tower and blade,
and a wind velocity of 6.51 m/s. The results of this exper-
iment show that the proposed robotic system and control
schemes have sufficient robustness against wind distur-
bance to allow the O&M of 5-MW offshore wind turbines.

Index Terms—Force control, industrial control, motion
control, robot kinematics, wind energy.

I. INTRODUCTION

W IND POWER is one of the world’s fastest growing types
of renewable energy [1]–[5], and operation and main-

tenance (O&M) is a major issue in maximizing the efficiency
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of offshore wind turbines [6]. To achieve cost-efficient O&M
that can find failures early, research on condition monitoring,
fault diagnosis of wind turbines, and optimal strategies for O&M
scheduling based on previous wind-turbine failure data has been
conducted [7]–[10]. Currently, workers secured to the turbine by
ropes perform several O&M tasks: 1) cleaning of nonuniform
accumulation of ice, dirt, and moisture; 2) inspection and repair
of defects resulting from aerodynamic asymmetry caused by
manufacturing defects; and 3) maintenance to eliminate defects
and cracks [5], [11].

For the internal inspection of offshore wind turbines using
nondestructive tests, researchers have focused on four meth-
ods: fiber-optic Bragg grating (FBG) [12], [13], acoustic emis-
sion (AE) [14]–[17], X-rays [18]–[20], thermography [21], [22],
and ultrasonic testing [19], [23], [24]. FBG is used to establish
whether the blades are healthy overall by analyzing the size of
their momentum, but does not help to determine the locations or
sizes of failures. On the other hand, AE is used to estimate the
further growth of preexisting cracks or to characterize failure
mechanisms, but its measurement is disrupted by background
disturbance such as wind, which may cause estimation errors of
the cracks’ locations and sizes. Similarly to AE, X-rays are used
to estimate preexisting defects, but have shown a worse perfor-
mance than ultrasonic sensors for detecting blade defects [19].
Thermography cannot be used in the offshore environment be-
cause it is sensitive to temperature change and rain [21], [22].
Meanwhile, ultrasonic testing is sufficiently flexible to allow
the arrays that perform a number of different inspections to be
extended; in addition, these arrays have the ability to produce
immediate images of the test structure [24].

To promote human safety and improve the O&M of offshore
wind turbines, research on maintenance robots began in 2010.
A few prototypes and conceptual designs for climbing robots,
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), and wire-driven robots have
been developed, but no commercialized products. GE, Interna-
tional Climbing Machines, and Helical Robotics are develop-
ing climbing robots for the inspection of wind turbines with
high-definition video cameras; however, the robots do not carry
internal inspection sensor systems [25]–[27]. For the climbing
mechanism, vacuum suction and magnetic forces are used to
provide adherence to surfaces, which prevents the robots from
moving between the wind tower and the blades, so that some
nondestructive testing methods (such as AE and ultrasonic test-
ing) cannot be used. Likewise, the UAVs designed by Aibotix
GmbH are able to perform only external inspections using var-
ious cameras [28] and not internal inspections. On the other
hand, a wire-driven mechanism adopted by DashWin [29] and
Fraunhofer IFF [23] is able to move between the wind towers
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Fig. 1. Concept of the robotic system for O&M of offshore wind
turbines.

and blades, and can easily contain other robotic mechanisms for
applying nondestructive testing methods. Moreover, Fraunhofer
IFF adopted ultrasonic testing and proposed a conceptual design
of a wire-driven robotic inspection system [23]. However, the
practical mechanisms (such as those in contact with the blade,
clamping mechanisms, and wire-lifting mechanisms), control
issues, and their validation require further research.

This paper presents a robotic system designed for the O&M
of 5-MW offshore wind turbines, which performs cleaning and
inspection using waterjets and phased array ultrasonic testing
(PAUT) devices, respectively, and its control schemes. The pro-
posed robotic system can move to all blade areas (vertical climb-
ing) and, since they must perpendicularly contact the blade in
order to produce successful inspection images, perform contact
control for PAUT inspection devices. To achieve the vertical
climbing, a wire-driven parallel robot mechanism is adopted, as
shown in Fig. 1, and to achieve contact control, manipulators,
to which the PAUT devices are attached, perform normal direc-
tional contact control using a hybrid position/force control. With
regard to the robotic system and its functions, related work on
the posture and attitude control of wire-driven parallel robots,
and hybrid position/force control is addressed in Section I-A.

A. Related Work

As part of the research on wire-driven parallel mechanism
robots, attention has been paid to kinematics in [30] and [31]. In
addition, constrained parallel robots have been analyzed using
a geometric-static model [32]–[34], and stability issues were
addressed using a geometrico-static model in [35]. The direct
geometrico-static problem of underconstrained parallel robots
was studied in [34]. However, the results of these studies are
valid only when the constraints are known. The unknown and
varying nonholonomic constraints in our system, caused by the
3-D blade curvature, require further analysis.

Over the past few decades, various control architectures have
been proposed for the motion/force control of a manipulator

in contact with a stiff environment [36]. The most studied and
applied control schemes include hybrid position/force con-
trol [37], [38]; hybrid impedance control [39]; stiffness,
impedance and admittance control [40]–[44]; and parallel
position/force control [45]. These approaches usually exhibit
sufficient robustness to allow their use in various practical
applications [46]–[50].

B. Objectives

The objectives of this paper are as follows.
1) We describe the development of a gigantic O&M robot

for 5-MW offshore wind turbines to perform cleaning
and inspection using PAUT devices.

2) Height and attitude control schemes are proposed for the
vertical climbing of the mobile platform on the towers or
blades.

3) A hybrid position/force control using the linear least
square method is proposed for the manipulators’ con-
tact control to ensure that the PAUT devices contact the
blades in the normal direction.

4) Finally, a highly realistic experiment to evaluate the va-
lidity and robustness of the proposed system and control
schemes against wind disturbance is described and its
results are presented.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, an
overview of the proposed robotic system and its kinematics is
presented. Then, the control schemes for the mobile platform are
described in Section III. Next, the linear least-squares method
and hybrid force/position control scheme are described in Sec-
tion IV. To validate the proposed control schemes, experimental
results are presented and discussed in Section V. Finally, the
paper is concluded in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW OF AN OPERATION AND

MAINTENANCE ROBOT FOR OFFSHORE WIND TURBINES

The goal of the robotic system is to clean the turbine blade
surfaces and to inspect the inside of the blades for fatigue. To
perform these O&M tasks, the system must enable the robot to
climb vertically on the turbines’ towers and blades and ensure
the contact motion of the PAUT devices, as stated in Section I. So
that the robotic system cleans and inspects the blades; however,
two additional motions are required: a blade gripping motion and
a transfer motion between the tower and the blades. In Section
II-A, the mechanism of the robotic system, which allows these
four required motions, is addressed. Finally, the kinematics of
the robotic system are analyzed in Section II-B.

A. Mechanical Design of the Robotic System

In this section, we present the mechanical design of the robotic
system that performs vertical climbing on towers or blades, a
blade gripping motion, a transition motion between a tower
and the blades, and a contact motion for the PAUT devices.
To facilitate these four motions, the proposed robotic system
is divided into the mobile platform, which performs the first
three motions, and two manipulators, which perform the fourth
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Fig. 2. Overview of the robotic system for O&M of offshore wind tur-
bines. The robotic system consists of a mobile platform and two ma-
nipulators. The mobile platform comprises a main frame (square outer
frame), two manipulator frames, two grippers, four ascenders, and one
scissor mechanism.

Fig. 3. (a) Mechanism of ascenders. (b) Picture of an ascender.

motion. As shown in Fig. 1, the basic concept of the mobile
platform is a wire-driven parallel robot suspended by four wires,
which consists of five components: the main frame, manipulator
frames, grippers, leading edge holder, ascenders, and a scissor
mechanism, as shown in Fig. 2. In addition, the two manipulators
for cleaning and inspecting the left and right blade surfaces are
maneuvered on the mobile platform as shown in Fig. 2.

1) Mechanism for Vertical Climbing: To enable the mo-
bile platform to climb vertically, the lengths of the four wires
that connect it and the nacelle are controlled by four ascenders,
which are mounted at the four vertices of the main frame, i.e.,
the outer square frame of the mobile platform, shown in Fig. 2.
To achieve a vertical climb, the system is equipped with two
radar sensors and one attitude heading reference system to mea-
sure the height and orientation of the mobile platform, and the
signals are fed back to achieve the control goals, such as the
desired height velocity and orientation.

Fig. 4. Mechanism of the manipulator frames, which include the ma-
nipulators and the grippers.

To control each wire’s motion, as shown in Fig. 3, each as-
cender has a rotating pulley, which holds a wire using friction
forces, and is actuated by an ac motor. It controls the length of
the wire by pulling or releasing it. In addition, each ascender
includes a load cell, which measures the tension of the wire,
allowing the wire’s minimum tension to be maintained.

2) Mechanism for Blade-Gripping Motion: When the
robotic system maneuvers on the blade, the mobile platform
grips the blade by both the leading edge holder and the manipu-
lator frames, using the grippers on the front, left, and right sides.
For gripping its front side, the leading edge holder is in contact
with the blade. Specifically, it is in contact with the leading edge
of the blade, which is defined as the front edge of the blade and
is represented by the solid line on the blade in Fig. 2.

To grip the left and right sides of the blade, as shown in Fig. 4,
the manipulator frames, to which the grippers are attached, move
parallel to the main frame so that the grippers grip the blade,
as shown in Fig. 5(a). When the grippers contact the blade,
the manipulator frames are controlled to maintain the grippers’
mean gas spring forces via measuring potentiometers, as shown
in Fig. 5(d). In addition, as shown in Fig. 5(b) and (c), the
mechanism of the grippers is designed with passive joints to
provide passive adaptation to the blade curvature.

3) Transition Motion Between Tower and Blades: The
transition motion, by which the robotic system moves between
the tower and the blades, is provided by the scissor mechanism
attached to the back side of the mobile platform, as shown in
Fig. 6. So that the platform can move from the tower to a blade,
the scissor mechanism is folded, and eventually the leading
edge holder is in contact with the blade instead of the scissor
mechanism being in contact with the tower. For the reverse case,
the mechanism is extended and eventually contacts the tower,
and therefore the leading edge holder is detached from the blade.

4) Contact Motion for PAUT Devices: As shown in Fig. 7,
the two manipulators attached to the manipulator frames per-
form cleaning and inspection using waterjets and PAUT devices,
respectively. In order to perform these tasks on the left and right
sides of the blade, the manipulators are symmetrically placed on
both sides of the mobile platform, as shown in Fig. 2. To provide
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Fig. 5. Gripping mechanism. (a) Gripping mechanism with which the
robotic system maintains contact with the blade. (b) Detailed view of
a gripper without contact; the black circles represent passive joints
and the blue arrows indicate pairs of gas springs and potentiometers.
(c) Detailed view of a paired gas spring and potentiometer. (d) Gripper
that grips the blade’s variable surface.

normal directional contact of the PAUT devices, each manipu-
lator has three degrees of freedom (DOFs) (x/y/φ(yaw)) and
contains two laser distance sensors and a six-DOF F/T sensor,
as shown in Fig. 7.

B. Kinematics of the Robotic System

1) Kinematics of the Mobile Platform: A schematic dia-
gram of the kinematics of the mobile platform is shown in Fig. 8.
Among the six DOFs of the platform, three (z, roll, and pitch)
are controlled by the four wires, as the four ascenders are placed
on the same plane; the remaining three DOFs are constrained
by the contact with the blade or tower. An analysis on the con-
straints on the towers and blades is presented in Sections III-A
and III-B.

The goal of the inverse kinematics is to derive the wire lengths
(||ωi ||, i ∈ 1, 2, 3, 4) from the Cartesian position of the mobile

Fig. 6. Scissor mechanism. (a) The scissor mechanism is extended
and is in contact with the blade when the robotic system is on the tower.
(b) The scissor mechanism is folded and the leading edge holder is in
contact with the blade when the robotic system is on the blade.

Fig. 7. Manipulator mechanism for cleaning and inspection.

platform. The relation between the wire vectors ωi and the Carte-
sian position of the center of the platform XC is given as (1),
assuming that the wires are rigid links

ωi = [I3 O3 ]XC + lC,i − pi (1)
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Fig. 8. Schematic diagram of the mobile platform. Point C indicates the
position of the center of the mobile platform, Point L indicates the position
of the leading edge holder, and Point E indicates the center position of
the two wheels of the scissor mechanism.

Fig. 9. Schematic diagram of the manipulators.

where pi ∈ R3 is the origin position of the ith wire, XC ∈ R6

is a vector containing the six-DOF position and orientation of
the mobile platform at Point C, and lC,i ∈ R3 is the position
vector from Point C of the platform to the end of the ith wire,
which are illustrated in Fig. 8. To remove the unknown wiring
positions on the nacelle pi , the time derivative of (1) is used to
derive

ω̇i = [I3 03]ẊC +
dlC,i

dt
. (2)

To analyze the inverse kinematics for points other than C,
“C” is simply replaced with another letter “E” or “L” in (2).
The kinematics of the mobile platform in (2) are utilized for the
control schemes proposed in Section III-C.

2) Kinematics of the Manipulators: Each manipulator
has three degrees of freedom (DOFs), and consists of two trans-
lation joints and one rotation joint, as shown in Fig. 9. Using
these three joints, the manipulators are capable of maneuver-
ing on the XY -plane with orientation, so that the PAUT de-
vices perpendicularly contact the blade surface. The goal of
analyzing the forward kinematics is to derive the tip position
(Xm = [x y φ(yaw)]T ∈ R3) from the joint positions/angles
(Qm = [q1 q2 q3 ]T ∈ R3), which is derived as

Xm =

⎡
⎣

x

y
φ

⎤
⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎣

q1 − l3sin(q3)
q2 + l2 + l3cos(q3)

q3

⎤
⎥⎦. (3)

Fig. 10. Robotic system moving on a tower.

The inverse kinematics of the manipulators is also necessary
in order to find the joint positions/angles from the desired tip
position Xm , which is derived as

Qm =

⎡
⎢⎣

q1

q2

q3

⎤
⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎣

x + l3sin(φ)
y − l2 − l3cos(φ)

φ

⎤
⎥⎦. (4)

The kinematics of the manipulators in (3) and (4) are utilized
for the contact control schemes proposed in Secton IV.

III. HEIGHT AND ATTITUDE CONTROL OF THE MOBILE

PLATFORM

In this section, we consider the motion analysis and the control
schemes for the wire-driven mobile platform, which is robust
against model uncertainty. The constraint analysis is divided
into two cases: moving on towers and moving on blades. The
nonholonomic constraints for these cases are analyzed in Sec-
tions III-A and III-B, respectively. Using the analyzed motion
constraints, the control schemes are designed, and finally, the
control input of each ascender is derived in Section III-C.

A. Constraint 1: Climbing on a Tower

When the mobile platform ascends and descends a tower, it
is always in contact with the tower at two points, which creates
Constraint 1, as depicted in Fig. 10. For the second case, when
the platform ascends and descends a blade, it is in contact with
the leading edge of the blade, which supplies Constraint 2, as
depicted in Fig. 11.

In Constraint 1 in Fig. 10, a two-point contact between the
scissor mechanism and the tower induces three constraints: first,
the x value of Point E must be constant; second, the motion of
Point E is constrained in the y- direction nonholonomically; and
third, the yaw motion of the mobile platform is also constrained.
Following this, the constraints are derived as

[1 0 0 0 0 0]XE = const

Y1
T [I3 O3 ]dXE

dt
= 0

[
0 0 0 0 0 1

]
XE = 0 (5)

where XE ∈ R6 is a position of Point E. By taking the time
derivatives of the first and third constraint equations of (5), the
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Fig. 11. Robotic system moving on a blade.

constrained motion of the mobile platform is derived as

ẊT
E

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0
0 cosϕ 0
0 sinϕ 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=
[
0 0 0

]
(6)

where ϕ denotes the roll, θ the pitch, and φ the yaw of the
platform.

Based on this constraint equation, the motion of the mobile
platform can be described using the basis vectors in (7), which
span the null space of the constraint matrix in (6). Note that the
yaw angle (φ) is always zero by the third constraint in (5)

ẊE = u1e1 + u2e2 + u3e3 (7)

where e1 = [0 − tan ϕ 1 0 0 0]T , e2 = [0 0 0 1 0 0]T , e3 =
[0 0 0 0 1 0]T , and ui is scalar.

The physical meaning of u1 is the magnitude of the
z-directional velocity of XE , and the meaning of u2 and
u3 is the velocity of the roll and the pitch of the platform,
respectively.

B. Constraint 2: Climbing on a Blade

Fig. 11 shows the constraints when the mobile robot is moving
on a blade. In this case, the contact between the mobile platform
and the blade also provides the platform with three constraints.
First, the leading edge holder is in contact with the leading edge
of the blade, and therefore, two DOFs are eliminated. Second,
the yaw motion is constrained by z/roll/pitch-motions. Con-
sequently, the z/roll/pitch-axis can be considered independent
vectors of the mobile platform, as

ẋL = fx(zL , ϕ, θ)

ẏL = fy (zL , ϕ, θ)

φ̇ = fφ(zL , ϕ, θ) (8)

where fx, fy , and fφ are the velocities of the leading edge along
the x-, y-, and yaw- directions, respectively, when the z-position
of Point L is zL . From this, the basis vectors are formed using

the partial derivative by zL , ϕ, θ as

ẊL = u1e1 + u2e2 + u3e3 (9)

where

e1 =
[

∂fx

∂zL

∂fy

∂ zL
1 0 0 ∂fφ

∂zL

]T

,

e2 =
[

∂fx

∂ϕ
∂fy

∂ϕ 0 1 0 ∂fφ

∂ϕ

]T

,

e3 =
[

∂fx

∂θ
∂fy

∂θ 0 0 1 ∂fφ

∂θ

]T

.

The physical meaning of u1 , u2 , and u3 is the magnitude of
the z-axis velocity, and the velocities of the roll and pitch of
the platform, respectively. The ∂fx

∂zL
, ∂fy

∂zL
, and ∂fφ

∂zL
terms in (9)

represent the motions on the x-, y-, and yaw- directions, respec-
tively, coupled with the z-directional motion. These three DOFs
(x, y, and yaw angle) are controlled using the wire velocities
given in (2), which are presented in the following Section III-C.

As seen in (7) and (9), the basis vectors of Constraint 1 are a
subset of Constraint 2 when ∂fx

∂zL
= ∂fx

∂ϕ = ∂fx

∂θ = ∂fy

∂ϕ = ∂fy

∂θ =

0 and ∂fy

∂zL
= − tan ϕ, which means that height and attitude

control schemes for Constraint 1 are a particular solution of the
solutions for Constraint 2.

C. Height and Attitude Control Schemes

In this section, we focus on the control schemes for Constraint
2, which are valid also for Constraint 1. One difference between
the control schemes for the two constraints is that the analysis of
the motion of the mobile platform is based on Point L for Con-
straint 2, while it is based on Point E for Constraint 1. Therefore,
all the equations and the analysis in this section that are based
on Point L can be also applied to Point E for Constraint 1.

A block diagram of the height and attitude control schemes
is depicted in Fig. 12. The control goal is that the z-velocity of
the mobile platform tracks a desired velocity vd , while the roll
ϕ and the pitch θ of the mobile platform track the desired roll
angle ϕd and θd , respectively.

As seen in Fig. 12, the block diagram of the proposed con-
trol schemes is divided into four parts: the height and attitude
controller, the parallel robot model, the ascender model, and
the plant. First, the height and attitude controller consists of
the feedback control to derive the velocity command of Point
L cẊL in order to achieve the control goals at the Cartesian
level. Second, the parallel robot model incorporates the inverse
kinematics of the mobile platform, from which each ascender’s
velocity vector command c ẇi can be derived. Third, the as-
cender model represents the relation between each ascender’s
vector velocity command c ẇi and the velocity commands of
the ascenders c α̇i . Finally, the plant is the mobile platform and
measures the z-position and three orientation angles, which are
fed back to the height and attitude controller. Although the ac-
tual position of XL moves along the basis vectors given in (9),
the velocity command for XL is given as (11), which is defined
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Fig. 12. Block diagram of the height and attitude control schemes for
Constraint 2, where f (c ẇi ) =c α̇i = sgn(c ẇi (3))||c ẇi ||. For the control
schemes under Constraint 1, notation L should be changed to E in the
parallel robot model box.

along the basis êi given as

ê1 = [0 0 1 0 0 0]T

ê2 = [0 0 0 1 0 0]T

ê3 = [0 0 0 0 1 0]T . (10)

Equation (10) is a simplified basis vector for the velocity com-
mand that exploits the decoupled structure among zL , ϕ, and θ
in (9) for the design and the analysis of the proposed controller.
The velocity command cẊL consists of cu1 , cu2 , and cu3 , which
are designed as follows:

cẊL =c u1 ê1 +c u2 ê2 +c u3 ê3 (11)

where

c u̇1 = KP,1(vd − żL ) + KI,1

(∫
vddt − zL

)
,

cu2 = KP,2(ϕd − ϕ) + KI,2

∫
(ϕd − ϕ)dt,

cu3 = KP,3(θd − θ) + KI,3

∫
(θd − θ)dt.

Here, cu1 is the control input to żL , cu2 to ϕ, and cu3 to θ.
Proportional-integral control is applied to all the feedback con-
trollers, in which the I-controller contributes to the system’s
robustness against model uncertainty and wind disturbance, a
low-pass filter (with a cutoff frequency of 2 Hz) is applied to the

measurement of żL , since the measure is very noisy. The wire
vector velocity command c ẇi to converge on cẊL is designed
using the kinematic model in (2) for Point L with regard to the
parallel robot model in Fig. 12

c ẇi =c ẊL (1 : 3) + d(RlL , i )
dt

(12)

where R (∈ R3×3) denotes the rotation matrix of the mobile
platform from the robot body frame to the global frame, and lL,i

denotes the constant vectors defined on the robot body frame
(i = 1–4). Combined with (11), the vector velocity commands
of the ascenders are derived as

c ẇi =
∫

c u̇1dt ê1(1 : 3) +
(

cu2
∂R

∂ϕ
+ cu3

∂R

∂θ
+ φ̇

∂R

∂φ

)
lL,i

(13)
where cui is given as in (11).

As the final step of the control schemes, the ascender model
in Fig. 12 is derived as

c α̇i = sgn(c ẇi(3))||c ẇi || . (14)

Since each ascender controls the length of each wire (||ωi ||),
the size of the velocity command of each ascender is the same
as the two-norm of c ω̇i . In our application, however, the posi-
tion of the four points on the nacelle, to which the four wires
are attached, is unknown, and therefore, (14) is derived by the
assumption that the direction of the velocity command of the
ascenders is the z-axis.

IV. MANIPULATOR CONTACT CONTROL FOR INSPECTION BY

PAUT DEVICES

The purpose of the manipulator control is to maintain contact
between the PAUT devices and a blade and to control the orien-
tation of the PAUT devices in the normal direction to the blade’s
surface so that they can produce appropriate images during in-
spection under wind disturbances. In this paper, we present a
hybrid position/force control, that is robust against disturbance
and maintains the appropriate contact force between the blades
and the PAUT devices. In addition, a linear least-squares method
is proposed to derive the normal directional trajectory of the
blade.

A. Online Blade Curvature Estimation Using the Linear
Least-Squares Method

In order to derive the curvature of the blade surface, the two
laser distance sensors are mounted on the manipulators’ first
body frames and placed bisymmetrically based on the center
line, as shown in Fig. 13. When the manipulators are maneu-
vered to the right, the distance sensors on the right side are used,
since the right sensors are able to gather data samples for the
blade surface before the tool tips reach the desired points. Con-
versely, when the manipulators are maneuvered to the left, the
left distance sensors are used.

As depicted in Fig. 14, data pairs (x, y) are measured by
the first-axis encoders and the laser distance sensors. Using the
measured data, the curvature of the blade surface is estimated
by regression using the linear least-squares algorithm with a
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Fig. 13. Top view of a manipulator with two laser distance sensors.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 14. Distance control of the manipulators using the laser distance
sensors. xstart and xend are the x-positions of the start and end points,
respectively, and (x1 , y1 ) to (xn , yn ) are the sample points for the re-
gression to derive the position of the start point in the x/y/φ-positions.
(a) Prescan process before contact. (b) Contact motion with online tra-
jectory planning.

second-order polynomial, as

Y = aX2 + bX + c (15)

where Y (i) = [y1 , . . . , yn ]T (Y ∈ Rn ), X(i) = [x1 , . . . , xn ]T

(X ∈ Rn ), X3(i, :) = [xi
2 xi 1] (X3 ∈ Rn×3), and n is the

number of ordered pairs.
The coefficients of this curved surface are derived using the

linear least-squares method
⎡
⎣

a
b
c

⎤
⎦ = (XT

3 X3)−1XT
3 Y. (16)

Fig. 15. Block diagram of the hybrid position/force control scheme with
the linear least-squares method, where g(X3 , Y ) is derived in (16), and
h(xd ) in (17). F , Fd , Xd , Ximp, Xc ∈ R3 .

From the derived coefficients, the position and the orientation
of the desired points are derived as

yd = axd
2 + bxd + c

φd = tan−1(2axd + b) (17)

where xd is the x-position of the desired position, which is cal-
culated based on the constant x-difference Δx as xd(ti+1) =
xd(ti) + Δx. These processes (regression algorithm, update
next desired position, and regression set) are repeated in
every step.

B. Hybrid Position/Force Control

Fig. 15 shows the entire configuration of the manipulator’s
contact control consisting of the linear least-squares method
and the hybrid position/force control, which is based on that
in [39]. For x-positions and φ-angles, the position control,
which is proposed in Section IV-A, is applied. However, in the
y-direction, impedance control is used in order to reduce the
gap between the tips of the manipulators and the blade, and to
prevent excessive contact. The hybrid matrix S in Fig. 15 is
defined as [0 0 0;0 1 0;0 0 0].

The interaction model between the real blade surface and the
estimated trajectory yd is designed as in (17), where yimp is
defined based on yd as

fy − fd = Kyimp + Dẏimp. (18)

All the control schemes are summarized in (19), combin-
ing the regression using the linear least-squares method and
the hybrid position/force control, which generates the position
command Xc = [xc ; yc ; φc ] ∈ R3

Xc = Xd + Ximp (19)

where

xc = xd = xd + Δx

yc = yd + yimp = axd
2 + bxd + c + yimp

φc = φd = tan−1(2axd + b).

.
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Fig. 16. Experimental setup: (a) robotic system and the experimental
setup; and (b) operation consoles and displays.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experimental Setup

Fig. 16 shows the experimental setup. The testbed consists
of a mock-up tower, a blade of a wind turbine, one water-pump
for two waterjets, and two operation consoles. As shown in
Fig. 16(a), the tower is 7 m tall, and the blade, which is made
of fiber-reinforced plastics (FRP) is 5.5 m tall. Inside the blade,
artificial cracks were created, shaped into circles of various di-
ameters, so that we could test the performances of the contact
control and PAUT devices. The wires of the mobile platform
are made of nylon; each wire’s breaking load is 2 tons. The size
of the robotic system is 5.2 × 5.2 × 0.8 m3 and the weight is
1.9 tons. For the control system of the robotic system, two
UMACs produced by Delta Tau Data Systems, Inc., are used,
one for the mobile platform and the second for the two manipu-
lators. In addition, the wind velocity during the experiment was
6.51 m/s, which was the mean of the wind velocity for each 1
m from 0 to 7 m.

As shown in Fig. 16(b), operators use the two operation con-
soles to give motion commands to the robotic system such as
maneuvering and cleaning, and to monitor the PAUT inspection
images or camera views. On the first operation console, the left
and right PAUT inspection images are displayed on the upper

Fig. 17. Experimental results for the mobile platform’s position and
orientation control. (a) ˙zL , (b) ϕ, and (c) θ graphs.

and lower monitors, respectively. The PAUT inspection images
show the inspection results of the artificial cracks. In these im-
ages, the blue color represents a no-defect state, while yellow
and red represent defects such as cracks and debonding. As the
robotic system performs inspections for all heights of the blade,
the PAUT images are saved in the database on the console with
the height information. On the second operation console, the
operation graphic user interface (GUI) and camera monitoring
views are displayed. Using the operation GUI, operators control
the robotic system by monitoring the status of the robotic system
(height, tension, contact force, and so on). In addition, the GUI
provides four camera views to monitor the views of the blade
surface and maneuvering manipulators, and thus, operators are
able to perceive remote situations even if they are located at a
considerable distance from the task area.

B. Experimental Results for the Mobile Platform Control
Scheme

Fig. 17 shows the experimental results for the mobile plat-
form’s height and attitude control when the control goals of
z-axis velocity, roll angle, and pitch angle are set to 10 mm/s,
0◦, and 0◦, respectively. In Fig. 17, the experimental results of
the height and attitude control schemes in (11) are analyzed by
comparing them with two values: the control goals (vd , ϕd , and
φd ), and the ideal mobile platform’s trajectory commands, the
time derivatives of which are the ideal mobile platform’s veloc-
ity commands [the explicit solutions of the ordinary differential
equations in (11)]. These ideal trajectory commands are derived
as in (20), when it is assumed that ||e1 || = ||e2 || = ||e3 || = 1,
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and the wires are rigid bodies. In addition, the ideal mobile
platform’s trajectory commands are determined by the control
gains (KP , KI ), which are tuned by trial and error to obtain
fast and stable control performance. In this experiment, we used
KP,1 = KP,2 = KP,3 = 0.4 and KI,1 = KI,2 = KI,2 = 0.01,
which determines that the rise time of the ideal z-axis velocity,
roll, and pitch trajectories (the first time at which the signals
come into the 1% error range) is 7.24 s. For the experimental
analysis, this rise time is compared with the rise time of the
experimental results

vz,ideal = − λz ,1

λz ,1 − λz ,2
vde

λz , 1 t +
λz ,2

λz ,1 − λz ,2
vde

λz , 2 t + vd

ϕideal =
λϕ,1

λϕ,1 − λϕ,2
ϕ0e

λϕ , 1 t +
−λϕ2

λϕ1 − λϕ2

ϕ0e
λϕ 2 t

θideal =
λθ,1

λθ,1 − λθ,2
θ0e

λθ , 1 t +
−λθ,2

λθ,1 − λθ,2
θ0e

λθ , 2 t (20)

where λz ,(1,2) = (−KP,1 ±
√

K2
P,1 − 4KI,1)/2,

λϕ,(1,2) = (−KP,2 ±
√

K2
P,2 − 4KI,2)/2,

λθ,(1,2) = (−KP,3 ±
√

K2
P,3 − 4KI,3)/2

ϕ0 : the initial angle of roll,
and θ0 : the initial angle of pitch.

As shown in Fig. 17(a), the z-axis velocity reached the desired
value (10 mm/s) at 9.11 s, which was 1.87 s longer than the
rise time of the z-axis velocity of the ideal mobile platform’s
trajectory commands (7.24 s). Subsequently, the velocity of the
mobile platform fluctuated but was bounded between 7.09 and
12.58 mm/s. These errors can be attributed to the assumption
ê = e in (9) and (10), and the wire’s nonlinear property.

On the other hand, the initial roll and pitch angles were 0.68◦

and −0.57◦, respectively. These initial conditions were arbitrar-
ily determined when the robot system moved from the tower to a
blade. In this procedure, the position transition caused a change
in the motion constraints: the mobile platform’s orientation was
changed, which also affected the tension of each wire.

As shown in Fig. 17(b) and (c), the roll angle ϕ and the pitch
angle θ converged to the desired angles (zero degrees) at 10.81
and 7.23 s, respectively. In a comparison of the rise times of
these results and the ideal rise time (7.24 s), the rise time of
each angle showed 3.57 and 0.01 s errors.

As compared with the ideal mobile platform’s trajectory com-
mands, the experimental results for the mobile platform motion
showed that the mobile platform achieved the control goals
against wind disturbance with several seconds of time delay and
some fluctuations. These errors were attributed to the nonlin-
ear characteristics of the wires, a modeling error related to the
ascenders, uncertainties of the blade curvature, strains on the
mobile platform, and wind disturbance.

C. Experimental Results for the Manipulator Control
Scheme

1) Blade Curvature Estimation Result: Fig. 18 shows
the experimental results of blade curvature estimation using the

Fig. 18. Estimated blade curvature using the linear least-squares
method. (a) Real blade curvature, (b) x-yd , and (c) x-φd graphs of the
blade surface curvature.

linear least-squares method. In this experiment, the manipulator
did not contact the blade, but the estimation algorithm in (17)
was used based on the gathered data (X,Y ). The solid line
in Fig. 18(a) indicates the real blade curvature, and Fig. 18(b)
and (c) show the curvature estimation results using (17). In this
experiment, xstart =1600 mm and xend =2700 mm. As shown in
Fig. 18(b), the y-position of the blade curvature varies smoothly
from 1009 to 719 mm, and φ’s range is between −21.92 and
1.90◦. These values are used in the analysis of the impedance
control performance in the following paragraph.

2) Manipulator Contact Control Result Using Hybrid
Position/Force Control: In this experiment, we analyzed the
performance of the hybrid position/force control using the linear
least-squares method. As shown in Fig. 19(a), the curvature es-
timated by the linear least-squares method yd is always greater
than the control output of the hybrid position/force control yc ,
so that the impedance control compensates the y-difference by
maneuvering the manipulator’s y-axis in the negative direction,
as shown in Fig. 19(b). As a result, the impedance control com-
pensated for the model uncertainty (manipulator strain caused
by contact) and wind disturbance by varying the impedance
position yimp from −19.9 to −6.6 mm.

Fig. 19(c) shows the results of the impedance control in terms
of the contact force. When the impedance control was not used
(instead of (19), (17) is used for the control command), excessive
contact force (the maximum size is 998.2 N) resulted and caused
the motion of the manipulator to stop at x =2017 mm before it
reached 2700 mm (xend), since the size of the contact force ex-
ceeded the actuator capacities. However, the impedance control
maintained the contact force between −258.2 and −188.7 N,
when the desired force (fd ) was −200 N.

Fig. 19(d) shows the tracking results of the yaw angle by com-
paring them with the estimated blade curvature in Fig. 18(c),
which is redrawn as the dotted line in Fig. 19(d). At the be-
ginning of this graph (1700 < x < 1900), φ suddenly increases
more than the estimated yaw angle, since some of the samples
used for the regression were obtained before the contact and
the remaining ones were obtained after the contact. Since the
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Fig. 19. Experimental results for hybrid position/force control: (a) x − y;
(b) x − yimp; (c) x − fy ; and (d) x − φ.

distance between the manipulators and the blade increased after
the contact, the change in samples accounts for the inconsistent
data of the yaw angles. The boundary line, which is the mid-
dle dotted line shown in Fig. 19(d), indicates the x-position of
the laser sensor when the PAUT contacted the first point on the
blade. The x-position of the laser sensor is xd + l3sinφ + xoffset,
where l3 is the third link length in Fig. 9. In order to use all
the data measured after the first contact for the regression, the
x-position of the starting point for the PAUT inspection area
should be xd + l3sinφ + xoffset + xscan/2, which is indicated by
the right dotted line in Fig. 19(d). On the other hand, the area to
the left of the right dotted line in Fig. 19(d) can be considered a
preparation area for the PAUT’s inspection.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we described the development of a full-size
robotic system for the O&M of 5-MW offshore wind turbines,
which overcomes the limitation of previous works that were
only able to either maneuver on offshore wind turbines
or perform O&M. To facilitate both vertical climbing and
normal-directional contact for the PAUT devices, we proposed
four mechanisms for vertical climbing, blade-gripping motion,
transition motion, and contact motion. Based on analysis of
kinematics and motion constraints of the robotic system, we

proposed the height and attitude control schemes and the hybrid
position/force control schemes that robustly adapt to the varying
shape of the blade surface under wind disturbance condition.

The applicability of our proposed robotic system was veri-
fied by a highly realistic experiment in which a real offshore
wind turbine and its environment were imitated. Through this
experiment, it was shown that the robotic system and control
schemes were sufficiently robust to overcome the model un-
certainties and wind disturbance (a wind velocity of 6.51 m/s)
and to produce successful inspection images using the PAUT
devices. Our proposed robotic system is not limited to PAUT
devices; it is highly flexible and is able to adopt other O&M
tools and inspection modules to repair cracks and inspect them,
respectively.
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